For the rest of the unit on plants, you will imagine yourselves to be high school students twenty years into the future. You are the group of students from across the country who have won the contest to visit SH #1, the first large-scale space colony. We launch from Kennedy, traveling past the old space station and head for SH #1. Although the colony is not yet complete, the basic living sphere is finished except for radiation shielding; several of the agricultural rings are almost ready to plant. There are currently only 300 people at the colony and most are construction personnel who must get the sphere shielded before the surface can be planted and settled with colonists and their custom homes.
There are also other people in space, at Moon Base. They are continuing to mine the lunar soil for materials to finish SH #1 and build more solar power satellites --like the two already beaming power to Earth. There are asteroid miners and a small base on Mars. To help feed all these people and the colonists yet to come, SH Ill has the Life Bank. The Life Bank contains the seeds", plant and animal tissue cultures, frozen embryos, and some frozen tissue samples from most of the living things -on Earth. Insects are the only major exception --only useful ones have been stored as of yet. This is a very special facility with limited storage space and numbers of samples.
There is an emergency announcement from the communications room. [Either of the following may be used --recorded, if you like, by someone else.} 1) Massive tectonic shifts dump California into the sea and earthquakes are set off around the world. With these come volcanic eruptions never seen or imagined by modern man. The accompanying tidal waves wreak havoc on all costal areas. As a result, the Earth is devastated and there is no place left to land or to launch space vehicles. Earth's first priority is the people still there. Or, 2) A computer malfunction causes the end of the world as we know it. The Earth is left in a nuclear winter.
In any case, you are now on your own in space and due to the lack of personnel trained in plant care and food production, you are elected to become those people. The construction workers will be busy trying to finish the radiation shielding around the sphere so it can be planted. There are computer tapes on plants and a botanist on the Moon who has been taking care of plant production. But the botanist is too disturbed by the loss of her family on Earth to be of any use at this time. You must rely on what is on the computer and intensely study plants. For 
